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Fort Myer and the Wright Flyer: 
a technology parable
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landmark flight in 1903by 1908, the Wrights were in the running to meet the War Department's new specification for a heavier-than-air flying machine. the 1909 Wright Flyer was selected to be Signal Corps Airplane No. 1--and thus the world's first military airplane.This image shows a slightly earlier edition of the Flyer in September 1908, in a key demonstration at Fort Myer, Va., that helped lead the way to winning the government contract



Digitalisation

Sun design by Freepik

Source: Solar Power Europe
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It’s not just about renewables. Broader economy-wide transformation



Households and businesses are 
embracing ‘energy tech’

Sun design by Freepik

Source: Solar Power Europe
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Consumers don’t want these gadgets – they want the services energy tech providesDER are resources connected to the low voltage networks which produce electricity and/or actively manage demand <30MW (i.e. non-scheduled) including rooftop solar, battery storage, small diesel and other generators, smart appliances (such as air conditioning and pool pumps), energy efficiency, energy management systems, and associated aggregation businesses.DER should be integrated into the grid and markets to produce better outcomes for consumers overall.



For networks: a system turned upside down

Source: AEMO



For consumers: personal investment decisions

Sun design by Freepik
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Faster than?

Sun design by Freepik

http://pv-map.apvi.org.au/animation



So: need to think from the consumers future, backwards

If you could start from there, what would you do?
Three ideas:
1. Integrated planning
2. Performance-based regulation
3. DSOs



Integrated Planning 

California: 
Integrated Resource Planning at the large-scale generation and transmission level, 
then Distribution Resource Planning  (reviewing utilities plans at the distribution level), 
then every three years, General Rate Cases (revenue determinations). 
New York REV:
the primary planning requirement is for utilities to prepare Distribution System 
Implementation Plans (DSIPs) every two years
UK:
No requirements, but some flexibility platforms being trialled
Europe:
Explicit consideration of ‘non-wires alternatives’ is a proposed 
requirement under the EU Clean Energy for All package

Source: Imperial College 
Centre for Energy Policy 
and Technology from 
Sansom & Strbac, 2012 
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With consumers! And better dataWhole of system planning – gas, transport, water, etc



Performance Based Regulation

The clear need to realign the objectives of the network owners (investors or otherwise) 
with the objectives of society

New York REV:
over 2014-2016 the NY-PSC developed ‘a modern regulatory model’ whereby 
conventional ‘cost-of-service ratemaking was supplemented by earnings from: 

1.alternatives (non-wires) that reduce utility capital spending and provide definitive 
consumer benefit, 
2.earnings from market-facing platform activities and 
3.transitional outcome-based performance measures (Earned Adjustment 
Mechanisms, EAMs) – for system efficiency, energy efficiency, interconnection, 
consumer engagement.
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Always set up to meet social goals Now those goals are changingConsumers want decarbonisation – no longer about passive monopoly infrastructure 



Performance Based Regulation

UK:
RIIO: Revenue set to deliver strong Incentives, Innovation, and Outputs
Revenue based on ‘totex’ (combined capex and opex) 
RIIO sets six outcomes:
1. safety
2. environment
3. customer satisfaction
4. connections
5. social obligations and 
6. reliability/availability. 
with performance incentives (PIMs) of up to 200-250 basis points for excellent 
performance and similar penalties for poor performance for each outcome
No requirements, but some flexibility platforms being trialled
Europe:
Explicit consideration of ‘non-wires alternatives’ is a proposed requirement under the new 
EU Clean Energy for All package



A Distribution System Operator (DSO) to
coordinate and optimise DER

‘DSO’ being used to describe three different roles:
1. managing the network using DER
2. managing a ‘local’ market platform trading capacity, ancillary services and grid support 
(such as fault response) using DER
3. planning using DER as ‘non wires’ alternatives, which could include a ‘flexibility’ 
platform as a place where DER can bid in alternatives to network replacement or 
upgrades.

Sun design by Freepik
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Need a way to make the best use of the investment consumers have made in the electricity system Underway for consideration in the Open Energy Networks process



No one know how the energy tech story will end ...

Source: NASA
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But we know change will happen faster than we expect – and there will be unexpected changes.We can’t plan for tomorrow on the basis of yesterday. 



• https://www.churchilltrust.com.au/fellows/detail/4254/Gabrielle+K
uiper

Report on Churchill 
Fellowship:
The report investigated regulation of clean, smart, customer-
centric energy networks - USA, UK, Belgium, France, 
Germany

https://www.churchilltrust.com.au/fellows/detail/4254/Gabrielle+Kuiper
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